HOUSE ON BACKYARD

This house is situated in a compactly structured district where natural setting with ups and downs, multiple main roads, industrial lots. In order for a family of three to live on about 50 square meters small backyard, simple rectangular rooms are piled up. Living space resulted in narrow pieces in up and down was connected by staircases and voids. Large stair treads are built in the entire staircase and at the same time risers are shifted towards the back, so the whole staircase is as if open to below and is connected to the long side of a rectangle. The staircase gently covers the rooms like a veil and mutually and mildly permeates the outer space and stacked living space. The staircase prepares from tomorrow living scope that bulges out from three-layered square rooms by changing the quality from a staircase to louvers, fixture to rely bodies, responding to the depth of treads and different uses in rooms.